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Dr.K. Madeswaran was born in the year 1961 to an agricultural family of 5 at Chittode in Erode 

district. Completing his schooling in the year 1987 at St. Michael higher secondary school, he 

went on to become the first-generation graduate and doctor from his family after finishing 

MBBS from M.S. Ramaiah Medical College. While serving as a primary health centre doctor, 

he continued to pursue his aim to be a neurosurgeon and got into Madurai Medical College in 

the year 1997 to the direct 5-year MCh course. 

A go-getter by nature, he came out in flying colours in the year 2002 as the best outgoing 

student. Being a Neurosurgeon only strengthened his commitment to serve and he joined the 

government service to continue as an assistant professor in neurosurgery at Madurai Medical 

College. After serving for more than 3 years, he went on to join the corporate sector to be 

known as one of the leading Neurosurgeons today. 

Operating more than 10,000 cases in Neuro and Spine surgery being no small achievement, he 

developed special interest in Tumour surgery and is acknowledged by all as one of the well 

acclaimed specialists in this complex field. He has to his credit more than 1500 tumour 

surgeries which is a big number by all means. 

It was always his passion to also bring the latest in medical care to the Kongu region and what 

better way than to start his own hospital. Conceived in 2012, Royal Care Hospital was 

established in the year 2015, as a 50 bedded unit at Gandhipuram with all contemporary 

facilities. Well patronised by the society, it soon went on to become a referral centre for all 

complex cases in Neurosurgery, Cardiology and Cardiothoracic Surgery and outgrew its 

capacity necessitating an early commissioning of his flagship 750 bedded super speciality 

project. 

An astute administrator, he completed the 300 bedded first phase of this project in a record 400 

days which is now a centre of excellence in various specialities serving the people of 

Coimbatore region. Having accomplished his primary dream and strongly motivated by the 

success of the first phase, Considering the emerging need for the quality health care, he has 

taken yet another big step toward the expansion of further 700 beds with a sprawling 7 lakhs 

square feet in niche areas including skin bank, bone bank, eye bank, brain and spinal 
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rehabilitation centre, regional poison centre and organ transplant.  He is now balancing time 

between active clinical practice and administration to complete this project at the earliest. 

Nature and eco-conservation being close to his heart, his other dream in life is bringing Kongu 

region under green cover and rejuvenating the native rivers making this region nature surplus. 

A Family Trust named UYIRIN SUVASAM distributed 60 lakhs saplings free of cost in last 5 

years. 

Working overtime has taken its toll on the otherwise athlete, a 1500m runner and the winning 

captain of the All-India Intermedics Football championship of 1984. He is a very ardent reader 

with interests in varied fields including politics, travel, geography, human wellbeing, etc and 

his day never begins without perusing through the newspaper.  

Dedication to profession, contribution to society and philanthropy of this otherwise media shy 

and genuine Human being have been recognized on several occasions by people and 

organizations who have experienced his charisma. His biggest strength apart from his 

determination to achieve is the emotional support by his better half, Mrs. Shree Kala, who 

manages the home front and compensates his time well. His 2 daughters Dr. Minu Madeswaran, 

a doctor completed postgraduation in ENT and Ms. Lalithchitra Madeswaran, completed 

Masters in Hospital Management, were rendering their extended support to the Chairman. 


